
B&B Wood Products, Inc

Handcrafted Reclaimed Barn Doors
Own a piece of history in your home or business



Our handcrafted barn doors are 
made with authentic, reclaimed 
barn beams from the Ohio 
Valley. The centuries-old beams 
give a beautiful grain that is 
durable and can be enjoyed for 
generations to come.

These high quality barn doors 
add character and sophistication 
to your upscale rustic decor 
while making a statement. Order 
your door today and own a piece 
of history.
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1820 Era Hand Hewn     
The 1820 Era Hand Hewn line 

of doors were crafted from 
lumber taken straight from 

the massive logs created by 
hand with an ax in the earliest 

pioneer  days in Ohio. The 
outside of the original logs 

give these doors a unique look.

CD313BD-DN-VX  CD313BD-DN-VZ

      CD313BD-VN-VN CD403BD-VN-VN-VN
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1860 Era Circular Sawn

The 1860 Era Circular Sawn 
line has sweeping patterns 
that showcase the character-
filled circular lines of the 
saw. Smoother than the 
hand hewn, it has plenty of 
character in the lines, as every 
board is unique.

CD313BD-DN-VX CD300BD-VZR

  CD313BD-DN-VZ CD313BD-DN-VX 
with Hardware



CD313BD-VN-VX
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1920 Era Band Sawn

The 1920 Era Band Sawn line 
has a smoother finish while 

retaining the character 
and charm.

                 CD313BD-CN-VN          CD409BD-CRN-CN-Dutch

                        CD313BD-VZR-VZL   CD313BD-DN-VX
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Create Your Own
Do you have a vision of your perfect door? Our craftsmen can create your dream 
door. Simply pick from the options below to create your own unique piece of art 
that is perfect for your space. 

Choose Your Door Style and Size

Choose Your Panel Style

   CD300 BD                           CD403BDCD313BD

All doors come in standard sizes of 40” x 84” or 28” x 84”

              Z X Vertical Diagonal Chevron
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Choose Your Finish Texture

Choose Your Hardware

          1820 Era Hand Hewn              1860 Era Circular Sawn 1920 Era Band Sawn

Standard

Comes in a variety 
of finishes including 

Matte Black, 
Weathered Rust, 

Green Patina, 
Antique Bronze, and 

Brushed Metal

Hand Forged

Hand forged by a local 
artisan, these quality 
materials are unique 
and full of character 
and made to last for 
generations to come.

Natural

Authentic deer antlers 
humanely sourced 

from a local farm. Add 
a unique twist to your 

decor.

Authentic Antique

Sourced directly from 
barns in Ohio. Supply 
varies. Please contact 
your representative for 
inventory availability.

Hardware can make your door the perfect piece of art to add to your home. From door handles to 
locks, add the style that fits your look.



B&B Wood Products, Inc. 
26301 Richmond Road
Bedford Heights, Ohio 44146       
Email: info@bbwood.com             
Phone: (216) 292-6555

Visit us online at store.bbwood.com




